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Description of the proposal: 

Big Earth Data Intelligence is a new modern research area in Earth Analytics and geographic 

study. The massive and huge Earth data can be dealt here with AI technology. The most 

common applications may be for smart farming.Smart Farming is a modern system of 
doing agriculture and improving cultivation in a sustainable way. The smart IoT devices 
are connected together with innovative technologies to enhance the agriculture. The 
smart sensors deployment and the smart way of agriculture enhances the agriculture 
with less physical work from farmers and thereby productivity is increased. The smart 
technologies enrich the agriculture with less utilisation of water, less electricity usage 
and more optimisation with real time monitoring in humidity and temperature. In IoT 
based smart farming, the field monitoring is done with multiple sensors like humidity, 
temperature and soil moisture. There remains a lack of research and development in 
relation to Smart Sustainable Agriculture (SSA), accompanied by complex obstacles 
arising from the fragmentation of agricultural processes like the control and operation 
of IoT/AI machines, data sharing and management, interoperability and large amounts 
of data analysis and storage. 

Deep  learning has emerged with big Earth data technologies and IoT to create 
new opportunities for data intensive science in the multi-disciplinary agri-technologies 
domain.  The deep learning can be applied in various precision farming towards crop 
management, including applications on yield prediction, disease detection, weed 
detection crop quality, and species recognition The filtering and classification  makes 
the precision agriculture to benefit with deep learning technologies. By applying deep 
learning to sensor data, farm management systems are evolving into real time artificial 
intelligence enabled programs that provide rich recommendations and insights for 
farmer decision support and action. 

This special issues focuses high quality, Novel solutions and research for smart 
and deep learning based sustainable agriculture, ranging from IoT, WSN, efficient 
sensing, cloud/edge computing, smart actuators, etc 

 

Topics: 
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following scope: 

 Smart farming, precision agriculture, and phenotyping using  Big Earth data 

 Smart applications for site-specific crop monitoring and management using deep 

learning based for Smart Earth Data 

 Data processing techniques and related big data problem and solution using 

deep learning for Smart Earth Data 

 Embedded IoT solutions and automation using deep learning based Embedded 

IoT 



 Data-aware networking in smart agriculture using deep learning based Smart 

Systems 

 Sensor network deployment for smart agriculture using deep learning based 

smart systems 

 Smart sensors, sensing mechanisms and platforms for sustainable agriculture 

using deep learning based Embedded IoT 

 Internet of Things (IoT) for smart agriculture using deep learning based 

Embedded IoT 

 Cloud-enabled techniques and innovation for sustainable agriculture using deep 

learning based Smart Systems 

 Big data innovation in sustainable agriculture using deep learning based 

Embedded IoT 

 Decision support systems and making (AI, machine learning) for sustainable 

agriculture using deep learning based Big Earth Data 

 Real time monitoring in smart agriculture using deep learning based Growing 

trends of precision agriculture using deep learning based Emerging tools and 

techniques for precision agriculture using deep learning based Smart systems  
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Provisional deadlines:   

Deadline for submissions: 15th February 2022 

 Deadline for review (typically 4-8 weeks after deadline for submissions):19th March 2022 

  Decisions: First Revision: 25th April 2022 

  Deadline for revised version by authors (typically 4-8 weeks after decisions): 10th  May 2022 

  Deadline for 2nd review (typically 2-4 weeks after deadline for revised versions: 10th June 

2022 

  Final decisions: As per Journal Policy/Guidelines 

 

Submission Procedure:  

Kindly follow the guidelines given in the journal website for submission and manuscript 

preparation. For any queries, contact the guest editors.  

Important Instruction:  

To be appropriately identified, submissions for this special issue must include “Special Issue: AI 

based Big Earth Data intelligence for sustainable environment” in the title of the submission 
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